KAFM Community Advisory Board (CAB) Agenda/Notes
1/9/24  5:30-7P  Meeting 1 of 6

In Attendance: Katie, Jessica, Sandra
Absent: Chris Muir

Reminder:  CAB does not make policy but recommendations

**CAB Agenda**

**Streaming Signal Sound Quality** - The streaming signal is overloud and distorted to a degree sufficient to induce listener fatigue.

  Is there some type of software that can be put in place to make the stream listenable?

**Mastering of Promos and Liners** - Station messages and recorded features broadcast at inconsistent volumes, which detracts from the station’s appeal.

  This is being addressed and we are normalizing all promos to get a more consistent sound.

**GLADAS Failures** – Triggering mic breaks with the space bar no longer works consistently. Overnight music is increasingly unreliable. These failures are causing issues such as dead air that makes the station look and sound bad. GLADAS failures put both staff and volunteer programmers into crisis management.

  We are looking at a new keyboard to fire the breaks that are compatible with the PC.

**Promos Scheduling** – Repetitive station promos have become a significant feature of our broadcasts. We present too much general material, and not enough promotions that educate the public regarding our specific programs.

  This will change, I will be getting the volunteers together to record about their shows. This was an excellent idea.

**New CAB Members needed!** Kim is doing extra duty at work and it’s cutting into her time for CAB. Any recommendations?

Next Meetings: 3/12/24, 5/14/24, 7/9/24, 9/10/24 and 11/12/24